Achieve Project Success with AgilePM® for Scrum

Certification Brochure
The Global Leader in Agile Project Management

“By 2027, employers will need **88 million** individuals in agile project management-oriented roles”

Source: PMI | Project Management Job Growth and Talent Gap

In the U.S. in 2017, wages of project management-oriented workers in projectized industries were far higher on average than wages of non-project-oriented professionals - a premium of 82 percent.

Join the Elite

Embark on a Journey of Innovation and Global Recognition

- **200,000+** Project Professionals
- **20,000+** Global Alumni Community
- Spanning **30+** Nations
Elevate Your Project Delivery Capabilities

Grappling with the complexities of combining Agile project management and Scrum? You’re not alone.

Organizations and project professionals face challenges, such as unclear roles, inefficient processes, and suboptimal project outcomes. That’s where AgilePM for Scrum comes in. This certification provides you with a full project lifecycle framework to achieve unparalleled project success in volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous environments across all industries and functions.

Key Benefits

**Clear Alignment:** Merge Agile project management principles seamlessly with Scrum practices.

**Enhanced Collaboration:** Boost communication and collaboration among project stakeholders.

**Scalability and Adaptive Planning:** Achieve scale and stay agile with improved planning mechanisms that adjust to shifting requirements.

**Boost Transparency:** Ensure complete visibility into project evolution and progress.

**Value-Driven Outcomes:** Utilize AgilePM and Scrum techniques to save time and deliver value-driven outcomes.
Leverage the Ultimate Synergy for Project Success

Your AgilePM for Scrum experience

In-Depth Curriculum:
Learn directly from the pioneers of Agile project management and Scrum. Our course content is uniquely designed to give you a deep understanding of how AgilePM and Scrum can be harmoniously integrated for maximum project success.

Comprehensive Framework
This isn't just a certification; it's a comprehensive framework that bridges the gap between Agile project management and Scrum, enabling organizations to effectively navigate complex projects.

Hands-On Experience
Through real-world case studies and interactive activities, you'll gain practical skills to navigate complex projects with agility, adaptability, and flexibility.

Community & Networking
Become part of a global network of over 200,000 highly successful Agile Professionals. Connect, share, and learn from the best in the industry, to position yourself for success.
We love our community. And they love us too.

“Scrum has its strengths, but understanding its place within effective project management is crucial. The AgilePM for Scrum course and certification illuminate this relationship. For those who believe in a harmonized approach, this course offers practical guidance, combining the best of Scrum with proven Agile project management techniques.”

Dr. Nik Silver,
Interim CTO, coach, mentor

“Balancing the dynamics of software development is challenging. The simplicity of Scrum is beautiful, yet gaps exist. The AgilePM for Scrum course and certification provide the answers which enhances your chances of success.”

Rachel Davies,
Author of Agile Coaching
Who Should Enrol?

- Project Managers
- Scrum Masters
- Project Professionals
- Business Change Leaders
- Solution Architects
- Organizations and individuals seeking to enhance their Scrum delivery capabilities

Ready to thrive in the Agile business world?

Embrace the unparalleled prowess of AgilePM for Scrum. Lead groundbreaking, value-rich projects across diverse arenas.

Gain deep insights on how to leverage AgilePM for Scrum for project success.
From beginners to experts, we offer a wider portfolio of certifications tailored for every stage of your Agile journey.

1. **Agile Project Management** (Foundation and Practitioner)

2. **Agile Project Management for Scrum** (Foundation)

3. **Scrum** (Foundation, Scrum Master and Scrum Product Owner)

4. **Agile Business Analysis** (Foundation and Practitioner)

5. **Agile Digital Services** (Foundation and Practitioner)

6. **Agile Programme Management** (Foundation)
Take Action Now

To enroll, simply find your local Accredited Training Organization via the APMG International website.

Get ahead and fast-track your professional journey with the Agile Business Consortium upon successful completion.